SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 15 December 2017 – 04 Jan 2018
Weather:
Sunny, Winds NW at 7mph, temperature minus -2C
SALSA Traverse Team on Ice: Steve Zellerhoff, Kevin Williams, Fabian Valdez
SALSA E&O on Ice: Billy Collins
Traverse Update
• The SALSA route proofing traverse is complete!
• From Dec. 18-20th the SALSA traverse travelled from Camp 20 to Subglacial
Lake Mercer (SLM).
• On Dec. 19th Steve Zellerhoff and Allen O’Bannon drove ahead of the
traverse and used ground penetrating radar (GPR) to search for crevasses in
the shear zone of the Willains and Mercer Ice Streams. Despite the
anticipation that this would be the most hazardous leg of the traverse, they
found no problematic features. However, during the last leg of the trip to Lake
Mercer on Dec. 19th, Allen found some potential crevasses buried 20 plus feet
below the ice in an area approx. three miles past the Shear Zone. After
spending time deliberating the safety of these features, Allen determined that
they were deep enough to be deemed safe and the traverse completed the rest
of the journey to SLM.
• During our time at Lake Mercer from Dec. 20 – 27th, Allen and James built a
skiway (a runway for ski planes), Kevin built berms for the SALSA generator,
labs, and drill equipment, and Fabien inventoried the tool module and took
good care of our camp generators and tractor engines.
• After completing the skiway and hauling 6 modules onto berms, the traverse
left for camp 20 on the afternoon of the 27th.
• On Dec. 28th Steve and Allen reexamined the problematic features using the
GPR, and the traverse crossed the area of concern.
• On Dec. 29th the traverse arrived back at camp 20 where James, Allen, and
Kevin built another skiway.
• On Jan. 2nd James, Allen and I took a Basler flight back to MCM and were
very lucky to stop by the incredibly scenic Shackleton field camp located
within the Transantarctic Mountains.
• Allen has left the ice today, Jan. 4th and James headed out to work with the
RAID project. Steve, Fabien, and Kevin are still at camp 20 working on the
skiway and making repairs. They will soon be making another trip to SLM to
drop off the remainder of the SALSA modules.
• Report by Billy Collins

E&O Update
• Most of the anxieties I had about filming in Antarctica quickly washed away
during my fist few days with the traverse team. All my equipment worked
great but most importantly, I found myself surrounded by a fantastic group of
people who were happy work alongside me. Not to mention there was
abundant amounts of food.
• Over the course of the traverse, I was able to capture the essential elements of
the traverse’s journey, the team’s various jobs, camp life, and lots of random
funny moments. We were graced with low winds through most of the trip and
which allowed me to capture plenty of drone footage.
• Each team member was generous to sit down for an interview during our stay
at SLM. It became apparent that the main reason many people return to
Antarctica season after season is not really the landscape or sense of
adventure; rather its the quality of relationships that develop from working in
small groups in such a geographically isolated environments.
• While I wasn’t filming, I lent a hand flagging the SLM and camp 20 skiways
and helped around camp where I could.
• I put all my film gear into the cargo system on Jan. 3rd so now that I am
winding down back in MCM, I will spend some time relaxing, hiking around,
and taking more photos. I am really excited about the footage I have collected
and am eager to see how it comes together in the editing process back in the
States!
• Report by Billy Collins
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Left to Right: Billy Collins (E&O), Kevin Williams (Operator), James King (Operator)
Fabien Valdez (Mechanic), Allen O’Bannon (Mountaineer), Steve Zellerhoff (Traverse
Supervisor)

